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"I don't need the Dragon Corps to deal with the Scarlet Thief! " Leon scoffed in contempt toward the Scarlet Thief.

"But," Henry did not know why Leon felt so confident and wanted to say a few more words, but Leon interrupted him right away.

"That's the end of the discussion! Don't worry, Henry. Just do as I say and I'll resolve this!" Leon deadpanned sternly.

"But, alright, then." Henry sighed with resignation.

Since he already pledged loyalty to Leon, he could not disobey Leon's orders blatantly.

Leon sounded so confident that he seemed to have no fear for the Scarlet Thief.

Henry’s only concern was that Leon would overestimate himself and end up dying at the hands of the Scarlet Thief.

Henry did not fear death but did not wish to drag Leon into his mess either.

As he was absorbed in his thought, what happened next shook him to his core.

"Henry, since you've joined Cynthion Group, you are a part of this family and I won't treat you with anything less than whatever I

have. I'll hand you a training method as my first gift to you," Leon said thoughtfully.

He was recruiting martial artists in the Semi-Almighty and Almighty States to protect the women and resolve the issue with

security in the Elegante Group and Cynthion Group.

Iris and the others were his family and he could not stand the thought of anything happening to them.

Since Henry was still in the Semi-Almighty State, Leon intended to help him get to the Almighty State as soon as possible.

The more powerful Henry became, the safer the companies and the others would be.

"Training method? Mister Wolf, I train with an Advanced Power method, so there's no point in giving me another one, " Henry

said hesitantly.

Though he did not know what method Leon intended on teaching him, all training methods found in the southern region fell within

the Ultimate Power class or lower, and only the post-powerful families possessed the more effective training methods.

Since Cynthion was a rising enterprise and Leon was a young man who did not come from any ancient lineage of martial artists,

Henry did not think that Leon would have an Ultimate Power method.

Since powerful training methods were so scarce, Leon would have never handed out information to anyone even if he had an

Ultimate Power Method; if Leon was hoping to teach him an Advanced Power method, that would not be necessary.

"Why wouldn't there be a point? The training method I'm about to offer you is an Ultimate Power method, the Thousand Gods

Method!" Leon said.

Leon was far too weak in the past and dared not to teach his subordinates powerful methods out of fear that others would find

out and hunt him down. Hence, he only taught Mason and the others an Advanced Power method, the Dispel Demon Method.

However, Leon's overall strength reached the Intermediate Almighty State and there was hardly anyone in the southern region

who could pose a threat to him.

Hence, Leon concluded that it did not matter even if others found out that he had powerful training methods.

He intended to teach Henry the Thousand Gods Method and do the same with Mason and the others.

As for methods in the Absolute class, he had no intention of sharing them at the moment out of concern that others might attack

him to obtain the methods.
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